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AD AGENCIES DEMAND ECO-FRIENDLY PROMOTIONAL ITEMS MADE IN THE USA 
Businesses Want Logos To Remain Visible, Not To Be Trashed In A Landfill 

 
Businesses across the globe are turning to unconventional marketing means to avoid blending in with the 
competition and to avoid the landfills.  Eco-friendly.  Made in the USA.  Green.  They are mailing coconuts 
emblazoned with their message because no one throws away a coconut. 
 
Plastic tumblers from China, beach towels made in Vietnam, t-shirts from Pakistan are not cutting it in the 
marketplace. End-users can read. They despise foreign made products. Enter CoconutGreetings.com. 

“After our mailing of 650 coconuts, we received many thank you emails, phone calls and even a few hand 
written notes from recipients. Getting a coconut just makes your day”, boasts a happy client. 
 
Serving heavy advertisers such as Country Music Television, Hewlett Packard, Yahoo.com; 
CoconutGreetings.com will get your message out there and to STAY out there by mailing hand painted 
coconuts without a box. That’s right – a real coconut hand painted, addressed, stamped then handed over to 
the US Postal Service for delivery, no box needed.  A cool keepsake for the recipient and a dream come true 
for the ad agency that secured the gig. 
 
Since 1996 CoconutGreetings.com has been painting coconuts and coconut products for businesses needing 
that green, USA-made, eco-friendly promotion, for brides wanting a memorable wedding invitation and for 
individuals buying that gift for the person who has everything. In recent years the product line has expanded 
to include coconut drinking cups, hollow coconuts and coconut half shells. 
 
If you'd like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Lisa Suhadolnik, please call 
888/441-5828 or email sales@coconutgreetings.com  
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